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National Quality Assurance Frameworks (NQAF)
- Outline -

I. Background: NQAF and Expert Group
II. The generic NQAF Template
III. NQAF Guidelines (section 3 examples)
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I. BACKGROUND – 2009-2010
•UN Statistical Commission: Quality on the agenda for the 1st
time
•Programme review report for the 2010 Commission prepared
by Statistics Canada; 1st draft underwent a global consultation
•Final Statistics Canada report presented to the 2010 Statistical
Commission
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I. BACKGROUND - 2010
• Statistical Commission decision, based on
Canada’s reports’ recommendations, supported the:
- development of a generic NQAF template** with guidelines. The template should:
focus on national statistical systems; use existing frameworks; and be flexible so
as to take national circumstances into consideration.
(**generic template rather than a framework per se in recognition that a one-size-fits-all framework was
not feasible)

-

establishment of an expert group to take on the work (template, guidelines,
common glossary, mapping, website with links to quality assurance tools and
guidelines, and guidance and training)

•

Expert Group work began Sept. 2010; 17 countries invited to be members;
Eurostat, IMF, WB, regional commissions (chair: South Africa)
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I. BACKGROUND
• All work (template, guidelines, mapping, glossary, references
& website) carried out entirely via e-mail exchanges 1st year
• Sept. 2011 - EGM in NY to discuss pending issues
• Nov. 2011 - global consultation; feedback & suggestions
from NSOs; taken into account in the final StatComm report
& guideline document (guideline doc submitted as a
background doc)
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II. The generic national quality assurance
framework (NQAF) template
The framework template is: (page 4 of the Guidelines document)
•Arranged in five sections
(1) quality context
Main focus of the
(2) quality concepts and frameworks
work of the
(3) quality assurance guidelines
Expert Group
(4) quality assessment and reporting
(5) quality & other management frameworks
•Has been based on the 3 proposals Statistics Canada had
made in its report to the 2010 StatCommission
- The resulting NQAF template is a combination with some additions
“Fitness for use” / “Fitness for purpose”
Quality is all about providing goods & services that meet the needs of users
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II. The generic national quality assurance
framework (NQAF) template
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II. The generic NQAF template:
The NQAF template’s section 3 has been based on Statistics Canada’s 2010
Statistical Commission report’s 3 proposals (cols 1-3)
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II. The generic NQAF template - and
mapping to existing frameworks
•So as not to “re-invent the wheel”, the EG drew heavily
upon the work of Eurostat, IMF and StatCan
The template is aligned with (mapped to) the other wellknown quality frameworks
–
–
–

European Statistics Code of Practice (CoP)
International Monetary Fund’s Data Quality Assessment
Framework (DQAF)
Statistics Canada's quality assurance framework

–

(and the newer) Proposal for the Structure of a Regional Code

of Good Statistical Practice for Latin America and the
Caribbean
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II. The generic NQAF template - and
mapping to existing frameworks
http://unstats.un.org/unsd/dnss/docs-nqaf/MAPPING%20OF%20THE%20NQAF%20.xls
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II. The generic national quality assurance
framework (NQAF) template

•Voluntary, not mandatory
•Flexible to permit national circumstances to be taken into
consideration; application of ALL components of the
template not necessarily expected; not prescriptive
•A starting point on which to build/modify as necessary
•A useful organizing

framework
• A framework created by the national agency for
the national agency
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III. NQAF template GUIDELINES
•Guidelines – a kind of checklist, focusing on section 3, the
numbered “NQAF lines” (other sections intentionally briefer, more general)
•For each numbered NQAF line (1-19):
– Description (what? “… agencies should minimize delays in making data available…” )
Some repetition across different
– Elements to be assured (which?)
(roughly ordered by levels or stages)

– Supporting mechanisms (how?)
– Selected references (where?)

NQAFs - underscores the multidimensional aspect of quality and
allows users to use parts of the
framework independently.(e.g.use of sample
surveys instead of censuses, when possible & appropriate – in
cost-effectiveness (11) and managing respondent burden (13))

•Helpful to:
–
–

Data providers in designing a statistical
collection or product or reviewing existing ones
Data users in making informed decisions about
the statistics produced

Are the data
fit for the
purpose they
are intended to
be used?
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III. NQAF template GUIDELINES

Quality assurance guidelines
(click on hyperlinks for details and examples for selected NQAFs, i.e. 3,7,8,11,13,16)

3a.
Managing the statistical system
[NQAF 1] Coordinating the national statistical system
[NQAF 2] Managing relationships with data users and data providers
[NQAF 3] Managing statistical standards
3b.
Managing the institutional environment
[NQAF 4] Assuring professional independence
[NQAF 5] Assuring impartiality and objectivity
[NQAF 6] Assuring transparency
[NQAF 7] Assuring statistical confidentiality and security
[NQAF 8] Assuring the quality commitment
[NQAF 9] Assuring adequacy of resources
3c.
Managing statistical processes
[NQAF 10] Assuring methodological soundness
[NQAF 11] Assuring cost-effectiveness
[NQAF 12] Assuring soundness of implementation
[NQAF 13] Managing the respondent burden
3d.
Managing statistical outputs
[NQAF14] Assuring relevance
[NQAF15] Assuring accuracy and reliability
[NQAF16] Assuring timeliness and punctuality
[NQAF17] Assuring accessibility and clarity
[NQAF18] Assuring coherence and comparability
[NQAF19] Managing metadata
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Description:
Standards:
•a comprehensive set of statistical concepts and definitions used to achieve
uniform treatment of statistical issues - within a survey or across surveys, and
across time and space
•assist in maximising the effectiveness of statistical outputs and the efficiency
of the production process in terms of inter-temporal, national and international
comparability and coherence (i.e. the capacity for integration) of the statistics.
While comparability and coherence are important for any dataset, they are
particularly important where data are obtained from multiple sources and have
to be combined or where outputs are used in a wide variety of contexts. The
use of standard collection units (families, households, businesses, etc.) helps
the compilation, comparison and dissemination of statistics for these
standardised units.
Statistical agencies should aim to use consistent names and definitions for
populations, statistical units, concepts, variables, and classifications in their
statistical programmes/domains.
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Elements to be assured:
Agency works towards developing statistical standards
Collaboration: with other agencies in developing,
reviewing, promoting & implementing statistical
standards
Person(s) responsible: for leading development of
standards & supporting programmes to develop new or
updated ones; staff assigned responsibility has the
appropriate level of authority
Monitoring: extent that statistical standards are used by
the programmes; senior management is given periodic
reports
Informing staff and users: about statistical standards &
changes made to them
Collaboration: data users & data providers & the
agency’s own statistical programmes are involved in
creating, developing & approving statistical standards
Inclusion of (in standards): a statement of conformity to
corresponding international or national standards
Divergences: from the corresponding international or
national statistical standards are documented &
explained
Detailed concordances to corresponding int’l & national
standards
Detailed concordances to previous standards

Mechanisms/examples:
 Central organizational units or senior level
groups responsible to lead & coordinate the
development, implementation, maintenance
& use of statistical standards
 Active participation with other national &
international organizations in the
development, review, promotion &
implementation of statistical standards (e.g.
employees attend workshops, conferences
&seminars at the national and international
levels) (hyperlink to examples: UNSD and Mexico )
 Notice of introduction of a new aggregation
structure for the classification of imports and
exports of goods (hyperlink to example: Canada)
 Active participation of both data users &
providers in the development & approval of
statistical standards
 Correspondence tables for classifications
exist and are kept up-to-date & made
available to the public with explanatory
information (hyperlink to example: UNSD)
Agency level

Programme
design

Implementation
programme

Post-collection
evaluation
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Elements to be assured:

Mechanisms/examples:

Conceptual frameworks used: e.g. SNA, that provide a
basis for consolidating statistical information about
certain sectors or geographical entities (hyperlink to example:
UNSD)

Integrated statistics programmes are developed that
require statistical standards
Compliance with required application: programmes are
held accountable to apply the standards

 Statistical programmes based on conceptual
frameworks or data integration frameworks
that rely heavily on statistical standards
(hyperlink to example: Australia)

Non-compliance with required application: programmes
have to obtain exemptions from standards if they do not
apply them
Informing statistical programmes/domains: plans (and
deadlines) for the development & application of new
statistical standards are communicated well in advance
(even several years)

 Upcoming Reviews (hyperlink to example: Australia)

Level of information: to provide maximum flexibility in
aggregation & to facilitate retrospective reclassification,
statistical programmes collect & retain information at
the fundamental or most detailed level of each standard
classification, to the extent possible

 Documentation: on the statistical standards
used is included in statistical products or
explicitly referred to and is readily accessible
(hyperlink to example: Canada)

Informing users and the public: all potential data users
& the public
Review and revision: standards are regularly reviewed &
revised, if necessary, to ensure their quality, notably
their relevance, coherence & clarity

Agency level

Programme
design

Implementation
programme

Post-collection
evaluation
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples:

Statistics Canada (http://www.statcan.gc.ca/concepts/consult-napcs-scpan-eng.htm)
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples: Global Inventory of Statistical Standards - - UNDER DEVELOPMENT
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples:

INEGI’s Inventory on International Statistical Standards

(http://mapserver.inegi.org.mx/estandares/Index1.cfm)
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples:
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples:

Statistics Canada Policy on standards

(http://www.statcan.gc.ca/about-apercu/policy-politique/standards-normes-eng.htm)
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples:

System of National Accounts 2008 - 2008 SNA

(http://unstats.un.org/unsd/nationalaccount/sna2008.asp)
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples:

Australian Bureau of Statistics Upcoming Reviews

(http://www.abs.gov.au/websitedbs/D3310114.nsf/home/Upcoming+Reviews)
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NQAF 3: Managing statistical standards
Examples:

ABS National Statistical Service (NSS) Handbook

(http://www.nss.gov.au/nss/home.nsf/NSS/35BFD39E0E2A8597CA25763F000B622C?opendocument#10.2.1)
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